
New Film Classics at the Nichols Library   

 Here is a look at some recently added film classics;  movies good enough to be worth a second 

look.  On hand are some elegant literary adaptations, a cheeky independent heist duo, and some 

venerable westerns.      

Ismial Merhcant and James Ivory wrote the book on the elegant adaption of classic novels.  Just 

in is Howards’ End, an adaptation of the E.M.Forster story about three well-to-do sisters who befriend a 

poor young clerk and, without meaning to, ruin his life.  Emma Thompson and Helena Bonhom-Carter 

star in this “luminous” adaptation.   On order is Shakespeare Wallah, a tale of a struggling troupe of 

actors in India (their first film) and Maurice, the story of a man with forbidden desires.   Other 

Merchant-Ivory productions at the library include The Bostonians, A Room with a View and The Golden 

Bowl.  

Also just in are two fabulous heist films directed by a young Guy Ritchie that have risen to cult 

status.  In Lock, Stock, and Two SmokingBarrels, Ritchie’s first film, a cocky young card sharp loses 

£500,000 to a powerful crime lord in a rigged poker game.   To pay off his debts, he and his friends 

decide to rob a small-time gang who happen to be operating out of the flat next door.   Before you can 

blink, the boys are caught up in a labyrinth of double-crosses.  In Snatch, a diamond heist gone haywire 

launches gangsters, bookies, and a dog on a rollicking search of the missing stone. Their search 

intersects with a small-time boxing promoter trying to get out from under the thumb of a gangster 

known as Brick Top.   Ritchie honed his filmmaking skills in music video and brings that kinetic style to 

both of these  productions. Expect interwoven storylines with multiple characters, events depicted   

from different perspectives and numerous plot twists (a caveat for milder viewers:  both films feature 

‘street’ language and a high body count.  But they are a lot of fun, anyway). 

  Women in Love, a BBC adaptation of the D.H. Lawrence story is about two sisters determined to 

"find love that burns your very soul."  Ursula is a schoolteacher who has just broken off with her self-

centered fiancé, while Gudrun, an artist, lives the bohemian life in London.   The Guardian found this 

version "quite true to Lawrence in spirit.”    The Bostonians (on order) deals with women beginning to 

express their yearnings for equality in the post-Civil War years.  

 Viewers who know Patrick Stewart from his role as Picard on Start Trek may not realize that he 

was classically trained. He brings his stage skills to the fore in this 1990s adaption of Moby Dick.  His 

portrayal of Ahab, the whaling captain maddened against the world for loss of his leg, is brilliant, 

capturing the rage and obsession that draws him and his crew to their doom.  

 Finally, no classics list is complete without a Western.  Just in are three classic films based on 

stories by the late Elmore Leonard.  Hombre, a revisionist take on the old Stagecoach theme, features 

Paul Newman as the outcast who rescues the town bigots when their stage is robbed.   In Joe Kidd, a 

bounty hunter (Clint Eastwood), takes a dislike to his client and joins forces with the man he is pursuing.   

Finally, Burt Lancaster stars as a wronged man who seeks revenge with the mantra: "Tell him Valdez is 

Coming.       


